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Submission content: The proposed draft contains many inclusions for
walking and cycling. Apart from being viable transport modes in their
own right, they are also critical, although often overlooked component
of public transport. Walking and cycling are also the cheapest and
lowest impact forms of transport we have, so well worth supporting. My
family lives in western Sydney and cycling, walking and public
transport are our main mode of transport, not driving. This means we
spend a lot of time trying to deal with poorly thought out and designed
infrastructure. Often this would have cost nothing or very little if it had
been though of up front. As such, I propose the following be included in
the planning by the commission: - Directly include, plan, and construct
off road, grade separated cycleways along all motorways. An example
of existing infrastructure is the M7 cycleway. These cycleways need to
avoid having road crossings, and be suitable (safe) for even small
children to ride their bicycle and scooters down. Specific routes are: o
From M7 down M2/gore hill etc to the Sydney harbour bridge o From
M7 down M5 to cooks river cycleway o From under construction Blue
Mountains cycleway down the M4 to the iron cove river cycleway. -
Directly include, plan, and construct off road, shared user paths along
all major roads. An example of this is the Sunny Holt Road Shared
user paths. A general rule for selection of routes which required this



infrastructure would be any road with a speed limit of 70km/hr or
greater, or is exceptionally heavy. I’ve determined this speed as a
threshold to balance safety with practicality and cost of implementation.
From risk of death from a collision data from the WA police, there is a
significant inflection point in risk with a differential speed of 40kmhr.
Based on typical speed of a cyclist (20km/hr) this puts any road with
traffic faster than 60km/hr at a significantly higher risk. In a perfect
work, roads with a speed of 60km/hr would also have either a shared
user path, or a cycle lane. - Make policy and work with councils to
improve mobility in local areas through mandating that all new
developments have walk paths at the end of a dead end. This allows
people to take much shorter routes than cars, and thus access public
transport and other amenities by foot. Also have policy that as much as
possible, all houses can reach a cycleway, or major public transport
stop using local roads with a speed limit of 50km/hr. This threshold is
determined using the same safety data as above, with an extra factor
to account for decreased fitness of different portions of the population,
and the pleasantness of riding on quieter, lower speed roads. https://w
ww.police.wa.gov.au/Traffic/Cameras/Speed/Consequences-of-speed
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